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			Issue 22: Mawson Centenary Special, 2012
Australian Antarctic Magazine

			
			Home > 
Australian Antarctic Magazine > 
Issue 22: Mawson Centenary Special, 2012
		
					The Australian Antarctic Magazine ceased production in June 2020 and has been replaced by an in-depth, interactive feature series Explore Antarctica. You can also keep up to date with the latest news from the Australian Antarctic Program with our online newsletter Antarctic Insider.


The Australian Antarctic Magazine [ISSN 2652-3027 – online version] seeks to inform the Australian and international Antarctic community about the activities of the Australian Antarctic program. Opinions expressed in the magazine do not necessarily represent the position of the Australian Government.


Between 2001 and 2020 the magazine was published twice a year, in June and December, in hard copy and online. All text and images published in the magazine are copyright of the Commonwealth of Australia, unless otherwise stated. Editorial enquiries, including requests to reproduce material, should be addressed to the Editor at magazine@aad.gov.au.



[image: Australian Antarctic Magazine — Issue 22: Mawson Centenary Special, 2012]About the cover


This issue’s cover features a hand-tinted photograph of the Aurora from the collection of Frank Fletcher (photographer unknown).
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From the Editor


							[image: The Mawson’s Huts centenary team pose for a photograph on Proclamation Hill on 16 January 2012. The stainless steel time capsule in the foreground, which contains a message from the Prime Minister and other objects and messages relevant to today’s Antarctic program, will be opened in 2112.]
Celebrating 100 years of Australia in Antarctica

						

Remembrance


							[image: Australian Antarctic Division Director Tony Fleming places a time capsule at Proclamation Hill above Mawson’s Huts, to mark the 100th anniversary of Mawson’s Landing at Commonwealth Bay in Antarctica.]
Marking a centenary in Antarctica

						

Exploration


							[image: Memorial Cross, erected in memory of Lieutenant Belgrave Ninnis and Dr Xavier Mertz.]
Life and death in the Home of the Blizzard

						

Mawson’s men


							[image: Frank Hurley trims John Hunter’s beard. Other figures (L-R): Bage, Stillwell, McLean, Madigan, Hodgeman and Laseron on the bunk.]
Mawson’s Men

						

Sovereignty


							[image: Douglas Mawson (in the balaclava) and the men of the BANZARE expedition, on the deck of the Discovery in 1931.]
Attaining the South for the progress of civilization

						

Stations


							[image: The flag raising and official naming of Mawson station by Phillip Law, 13 February 1954]
Founding Mawson — Australia’s first Antarctic station

						


							[image: Men gathered around a flag pole on the official opening of Davis station in 1957]
Founding Davis and Casey stations

						

Science


							[image: Douglas Mawson (left), Dr William Ingram and James Marr inspect a haul from the Southern Ocean during BANZARE.]
100 years of Australian Antarctic Science

						


							[image: On 16 January 1909 (L-R) Alistair Forbes Mackay, T W Edgeworth David and Douglas Mawson arrived at the South Magnetic Pole after a three-month journey.]
A timeline of scientific highlights

						

Antarctic Treaty


							[image: International flags fly at the National Science Foundation Chalet at McMurdo Station, Antarctica]
Antarctica without borders

						


							[image: A Twin Otter flies over flags of countries participating in Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province project.]
Evolution of the Antarctic Treaty System

						

Polar Press


							[image: The cover of the facsimile edition of The Adélie Blizzard published by the Friends of the State Library of South Australia.]
The Polar Press: a century of Australian Antarctic ‘newspapers'

						

Antarctic medicine


							[image: Dr Archie McLean and his companions in the living hut.]
In the footsteps of McLean, Jones and Whetter: 100 years of Australian Antarctic medical practice

						

Polar shipping


							[image: The ship Aurora off Queen Mary Land in 1912]
Breaking the ice

						

Art and photography


							[image: Herbert Ponting’s black and white image of the Terra Nova from an ice cave.]
Capturing the southern light

						

Reflection


							[image: David Ellyard stands outside Mawson’s Main Hut, surrounded by snow and ice.]
Echoes of the past amid the frost and silence
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				We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia and recognise their continuing connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past and present.
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